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A Condition of Brauer-Cartan-Hua Type 
This paper investigates hestructure ofa nonzero Jordan subring, /, (that is, 
J is closed under t 0 u = fu -f- ut) which is contained in a semi-prime ring, 
R, with involution a d which has the additional property that sts” ~1 I for all 
s E T, t E J (s* denotes the involution image of x). 
It is shown that many of the results of I’. H. Lee concerning symmetric 
subrings hold for such sets J in the 2-torsion-free cast. In particular, it isshown 
that R simple, semi-prime, prime, or *-prime imposes imilar conditions on the 
Jordan suhring J. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
This paper concerns itself with (special) Jordan suhrings J of an associative 
ring R with involution (.x - x*); that is, J is an additive subgroup of R and 
t 3 u --= tu -t ut E J for all t E J. 
DEFINITION 1. We say a (special) Jordan subring has property (El) if whenever 
.Y E R, t E J then tU,* ~~~ xtx” E J. 
\Ve let {x, ty}, == tU* kc+t/) -- tu,” .--- iw,” -= xty (-y*t.v”. 
Theorem 2 of this paper is motivated by the results ofHerstein [4] where he 
studies a sociative rings Junder the condition (H) and the results ofMontgomcry- 
where she studies additive subgroups of *-prime rings under the same condition. 
In fact, the latter individual’s re ults motivate this version of this paper. 
1Ve are able to use the results ofTheorems 2 and 3 to consider the work of 
Lee [5] in this nonassociative setting (assumed R is 2-torsion-free) and to con- 
clude that in man)- situations theassociative structure on R can be transferred 
to the Jordan structure ofJ. 
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THEOREM 2. Let R be an associative semiprime ring with involution. LetJ 
be a Jordan subring with property (H). Then either 
(i) J contains a nonzero (two-sided) i eal H of R; or 
(ii) there xists anideal I of R such that TI = (x $ x* j x t I] is no?tzuo 
and contained inJ; or 
(iii) Jo J = {x tzui $ u,ti t, , ui E J] == 0. 
The proof begins by noting that for all s, y E R, t, u E J each of the 
following elements are in J. 
(I) i.5 1, UY>* , (11) h-4 % Y>* > 
(III) i.% u, ty>* , (V) {x, t 0 u,y)* . 
Subtracting (II) from (I) and the sum of (I) and (II) from (IV), one concludes 
that the elements 
(1.) .‘*@l*t - ut*) .t.* 
in J. 
and (VI) y*[(t - t*)u -+ (U - u”)t]x- are 
Therefore, from (V) and (VI), one concludes that J contains a nonzero 
ideal of R unless 
(VII) u*t = ut* and 
(YIII) [(u - u*)t + (t - t*)u] = 0 for all u, t E J. 
Using (\-II), this last expression can be rewritten 
(VIII) (zd - u*) 0 t = 0 for all u, t E -1. 
Rewriting (j-111)’ we have 
‘I’hat is, for all U, t E J 
(zl 0 t)” ~~ (zl* 0 t)* = u c t. 
‘I’hus, we see that if conditions (i) or (ii) of the theorem do not hold, then 
.] -1 ~1 (0) which completes the proof. 
\l’e can strengthen this theorem considerably if we assume R is Z-torsion-free. 
It is still the cast hat if / does not contain a nonzero ideal of K that expressions 
(i-11) and (1211) still hold. Applying the involution toexpression (VIII)‘, one 
has on substituting t for II and adding to (VIII)’ 
2(t t’)’ 0 for all t, u E J. 
Since R is ?-torsion-f&c, one concludes that 
(IS) (t t+)‘? : :0 
for all t~1 , unless J contains a nonzero ideal of R. 
;\ssuming (IS), one sees on premultipl!ing (\‘III)’ by (U -~- I( ‘) that l-,,, 2.‘) -~
0 for all II, I,y /. Hence, (t ~~~ t”) 1 -(,,+1,,) 0 or, more importantl!- 
From this last expression itreadily follows that 
for all ut -1, xt I?. Since R is semi-prime, itfollows that 
or J C S, the set of s\.mmetric elements of K. 
Therefore, itis no\?- true that if .7 does not contain a nonzero ideal then I C S. 
!Vhat remains to be shown is that J 3 I n S, for an appropriate s lf-adjoint 
ideal I. The fact hat In 5’ m.i- 0 follows from the fact hat R is semi-prime and 
Z-torsion free. 
Hence, assume that -1 C S and considei 
hl is a subgroup, .I1 L /, and [s, t, s+uj ” c: JI for all .v, nt R, t e 1. That i<. 
mu -:- a*m E 32 for all III E ‘II, a t R. 
Hence .I( is a Jordan ideal of S, and as in [l, Theorem 51, the ideal I defined I,> 
I ~= R(2nr)R C Jf -- I-, 
where 1 : (C l?lU us NI I/I :I .lf, u r; R), has the desired property unlcs< 
.II --: 0. 
If :lI mu= 0 then tl,-,.’ 0 for ail t L ./. v EK. Therefore, (.Y, t  ~0; ,(ts) 11 
for all s, 1% ER, t F 7. This yields 
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That is, tR is a nil-right ideal of bounded index. Hence J 0, a contradiction. 
Thus, we have proved the major portion of the following theorem. 
~I~ZORIX 3. Let R be a 2-torsion-free semi-prime ring with ivwohttion. IA J 
be a vtovxero J rdan subring with property (H). Then eithev 
(i) J covttaivts a ovtzero (two-sided) i eal I, or 
(ii) / C S (the set of symmetric elements ofR) and there xists a rmvtzero, 
self-adjoint (two-sided) i eal Isuch that 0 C I n S C J C S. 
.lloreotler, (f J isself-adjoivtt and if the I of (‘) 1 exists, it cavt be chosett self-adjoint. 
One wishes to see that if J is self-adjoint then I is self-adjoint. O e notes 
that in any case there is a nonzero self-adjoint ideal contained inJ unless 
for all u, t E .I. 
‘1‘0 make this observation, notice that in a manner similar to the method of 
deriving (V), one can conclude that 
yqlt” - u*t]s* E J 
for all X, y E R and U, t E J. Letting u = u”t .-- ttt* yields that for all X, z( E R 
both the folloGng expressions are in J, 
and s[w -- zc*] y. 
That is, J contains a nonzero self-adjoint ideal unless 220 rz 0. This is the 
desired conclusion. 
ITsing (V) and the fact hat J is self-adjoint, (VI)implies that the following 
expressions are in J: 
(\.I)’ 
y*[(t -- t*) r u]P and 
y*[(t - t*) ^ Ilk].\.- 
for all s, y E I?, 21, fE J. Hence, J contains a nonzero self-adjoint ideal of R unless 
for all t, 21 E J. 
That is, unless 
(t - t*) 0 (Cl -- cl”) -= 0 
2(t - t*)” -7 0 
for all tE J. Arguing, as before, this leads to J C S. 
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We notice that in light of identity (1) we can, in another situation, conclude 
that the ideal, H, is self-adjoint. Thisis stated as a corollary tothe previous 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. Let R be a 2-torsion-gree *-prime ring with involution axd 
suppose that J is a nonzero Jordan subring with property (H). Suppose further 
that for any t E J, t*t = 0 implies t = 0. Then either J contains a self-adjoint 
ideal I, or J C S and I n S C J for some self-adjoint ideal I. 
As noted, one begins, as before, by noticing that (1) yields a self-adjoint 
ideal unless 
u*t =~ ut- for all u, t E J. 
Therefore, for all u, t, ‘G’ E J 
Using the above identity, this can be rewritten as(u*t ~+ ~“u)(v 21~) 0. 
Hence, (u*t - t*u)[(v - v”) Cz*] :mm 0 for all sE R. Replacing s by sX yX.v’ 
and setting u t vields 
t+ty[(c - 0") r',.q =m 0 
for all t, vE J, s, y E R. 
Since R is *-prime, itis well known (see [S]) that either t”t 0 (a contradiction 
to the hypothesis) or (v - z*)C;,,* = 0. As before, one concludes that P! ~ z’* =~~ 0
for all vE J or J C S. The argument follows from this point as before. 
Notice that he hypothesis rules out the obvious example in a “-prime ring R
of a Jordan subring, J1 , which is not self-adjoint but which has the property 
.rt.x* E J1for all tE J1 , x E R; namely, Jl 7 -4, aprime ring, and R : .4 I- A0 
with involution; (b,a) =:= (a, b)*. 
3. 'rHE I,EE &XJLTS 
In this ection the investigation of the Jordan subring J with property (Ifi) s
continued. The attack is to parallel the work of Lee [5]. Notice that he symmetric 
subrings, U of Lee are closed under the involution but that, in addition, Lee 
requires a stronger condition aswell; namely, .t + x* and X.X* E J for all xE R. 
Analogous results are proved here without his trong condition. 
However, the fact hat we assume R is 2-torsion-free is paramount o the arguments. 
The first result in this direction isimmediate from Theorem 3. 
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THEOREM 5. If R is *-simple and J is self-adjoint, theneither J == R or 
J = S. 
Definitions f primeness and semi-primeness for special Jordan and for Jordan 
rings of symmetric elements in an associative ring are given in [2, 31. These 
definitions arerestated here. In addition, a new concept is introduced which 
is applied when R is *-prime. 
Recall that an additive subgroup ,-I of J is a Jordan idcal of J if a 0 t E A 
for all aE A, t E J. \Ilth this definition, one further defines 
DEFIKITION 6. Let J he a Jordan subring ofR then 
(i) a Jordan ideal -4 is said to be a t-semi-prime d al of J zy whenever 
BC:, c -4, B a Jordan ideal of J, then B C A. In particular, if 0 is a t-semi-prime 
ideal of J then J is said to be a t-semi-prime Jordan riq. 
(ii) -4 Jordan ideal A is said to be a t-prime ideal of J if whenever BrJ, C A, 
B and C Jordan ideals of J, then B C A or CC A. In particular, if 0 is a t-prime 
ideal of J then Jis said to be a t-prime ring. 
(iii) J is said to be t-*-prime if J is closed relative tothe involution and 
whenever A and B are self-adjoint Jordan ideals of J such that AU,, :--= 0 then 
either .-I - 0 or B 0. 
(il.) -1 Jordan ideal, -4, of J is said to be stron<& t-semi-prime f, whenever 
t 1.7,, i;.-I for all tE J then aE -4. 
Csing these definitions, we prove a sequence of theorems paralleling those 
of Lee [5] demonstrating that ring theoretic conditions imposed on R induce 
the same conditions in J. 
'~IIEOREM 7. Let R be semi-prime, then J is t-semi-prime. 
Suppose that d is a Jordan ideal of .I such that AUA =~ 0, then a3 = 0 for all 
a E .-1. By the t!-pica1 linearization and Jordan multiplication argument, it 
follows that Gc,? :=0 for all ain .4, tin J. Since R is 2-torsion-free, this leads to 
a2[a21-Txx] S’ :- 0 for all a E A, s t R. Linearize this last expression by sub- 
stituting for s, s 1 .v+, and premultiply b a*.~* to obtain 
This reduces to [u~.x*]~ =-m 0 for all at rl, s E R. Hence, a2 = 0 for all aE R. 
4pplying the same argument again leads to (ax*)” :: 0 for all a E -4, .Y ER. 
Hence, i3 : : 0; that is, J is t-semi-prime. Using this result one proves 
‘I’mownI 8. Let R be prime, then J is t-prime. 
Consider Jordan ideals .-i and B of J such that AIT, 0. 
It follows from Theorem 7 that &4 r\l R 1~~ 0. Hence n h 0 for all CL EA, 
b E B. Thus, b3a = 0. That is, /+‘(a - t) 0 for all UC&~. ~FR, TV]. Hence, 
b”m = = 0. In particular, b?[tl-, ‘10 ~: 0 for all n5 -4, ht B, t F .I, s t R. Replacing 
s I,\- .v:- ~*u”.Y yields 
FIX, t, .L’UYl . I 0. 
lkpanding, one has 
b”\~fn”~ts’fl _ . 0 
for all ht B, t t J, (I E.-I, s ~8 ~G R. 
Since R is prime, b” mm= 0 for all hE B and as before B ~~~ 0 or 
Let t .= a, and apply the involution. Thus 
Replace s by .v : T in the first ofthese quations. 
Premultiplying by a*.~* yields after applying the second of the equations 
for all aE L4, X,-T’ t R. As R is prime, -4 == 0; that is, J is f-prime. 
THEOREM 9. If R is ‘.-prime and .I is self-adjoint then/ is f- *-pyittte. 
From Theorem 3, one first assumes that /contains a nonzero self-adjoint ideal, 
H, of R and further supposes that -4rr, mm 0 for Jordan ideals .J and 11 of .I 
closed under the involution. 
Xow, nU, 7: 0 for all h E B, a E -1. Since, II C J, WC ha\-e hh t J for all 
b E B, lz EH. Hence, (a 0 bh) C:,, ~~ 0 or h’hab 0 for all h E B. h t II, and 
II t .A. That is, ab”N is a nil-right ideal of R of bounded index. Hence, 
It is easily shown that in a semi-prime ring, the left annihilator of a self- 
adjoint ideal is self-adjoint. 
Thus, in our situation, since R is -i -prime xve conclude that ah” 0 for all 
a E A, b E B. Hence, for all hE H, (u c’ h) 6” 0. ‘I’hat is, aHb” 0. Since .-I is 
self-adjoint, a*Hb2 ~- 0 as well. 
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It is well kno\vn (see 191) that his implies either a : 0 for all LZ tA or b” -: 0 
for all bt B. From this fact, one concludes that either -4 - 0 or B ~~ 0. 
Thus far it has been shown that if J contains a nonzero self-adjoint ideal 11 
then .T is f-‘-prime. ‘I’1 ie other possibility s that 1 C S. On inspection e 
obscr~es that he argument of Theorem 8 holds. ‘l’hat is. f- ‘.-prime and t-prime 
‘ire the same in this instance. Therefore, / is t-) -prime. 
\\.hen K is ?-torsion-free th  lower nil radical, y(R), which is defined as the 
intersection of the prime ideals can be obtained in a different manner. 
l,~a~ar;l 10. I,et R be ?-torsion-free. Th n J“(R) is T!-dizkible (that is, 
2x E. 1‘ implies .xE A‘) mid is the intersectim of 2-dizYsihle prime idenls. 
The proof of this lemma is to reformulate the argument of AIccoy [i’, Theorem 
3.71 h!. looking. inthe critical step in his argument, at the redefined set 
That, li is l-torsion-free implies that 0 E c //. Hence, c// is nonvacuous. Further- 
more, when proving Al’, a maximal element in J// is prime, one can without 
loss consider only 2-divisible id als Aq 2 .W, R 2 JB’, AR C ,11’. This follows 
from the observation that if z4 is an ideal then IV,, ~: [ZQ i?L’ E R, 2i(Ir)?c E Ad
for some positke integer, i(w): is a 2-divisible id al containing .-I and Il;,IIg C -‘II’. 
Indeed, the technique of looking at II-,, isused several times in the sequel. 
Paralleling theresults of[2, 31, the t-semiprime radical of 1, I ‘(I), and the 
lower adical Y’( 1) are compared. ‘I’hese are defined b\ 
I~EFINITIOS 1 1. (i) <d’(J), the t-s emi-prime radical of/, is the intersection 
of all the t-semi-prime ideals of .I ( and consequently isa t-semi-prime Jordan 
ideals of J), 
(ii) Y’(J), the lower radical of.I, is the intersection of all strongly t-semi- 
prime ideals of -1 (and consequently isastrongly t-semi-prime Jordan ideal of J). 
To achieve the objective, one proves the parallel to‘Theorem 2 [3]. The 
argument follows line-bv-line th argument of Theorem 7. Thus, 
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In what remains, 
it is assumed that J is 2-divisible, thatis, 
whenever xE R and 2x t J then sE J. 
This makes J into aquadratic Jordan ring. 
The next theorem follows the same argument as that of [2, Theorem 81 and, 
hence, its proof is not given. 
THEOREM 13. ..I ‘(R) n J L-Z sA‘(/), 
By Tsai [lo] (see also [3]) the intersection of the t-semi-prime ideals of J, 
J1*( J), coincides with the intersection of the t-prime ideals of J, .Y(j). \I’e wish 
to show the equality, analogous to the result in [3] between this radical nd thr 
lower radical, S“, which is defined above. 
To this end one amends the argument of ‘I’heorem 2 [3] to suit his ituation. 
THEORI<~~ 14. Let H be a semi-prime ideal of R theu II n J is a strongi~’ 
t-semi-prime d al of J. 
Let a t J and suppose tl’, E H n J for all t t J. The claim is that a t tl. 
Since tl’, E H n J, (SUP) C,-,, E H n J for all .t R. Replacing s by s it ?I, one 
observes that 
for all s, y E R. ,‘2fter premultiplying by aq’, one concludes that ,~I-,,,,,, c N for all 
x, y E R. 
-4s H is semi-prime, one concludes that a E H. Hence, a c I{ n J and the 
proof is completed. 
Incorporating this result with Lemmas IO and 12 yields 
LnIsI.4 15. ,_ V(R) n J is a strongly t-Vmi-prime ideal of J. 
The following inclusion i light of Definition 1 1 is obvious 
Y(J) c .4-(R) n ] -V‘(J). 
The claim is that equality holds. This follows the argument of Lemma 1 [3], 
if one amends that argument and considers ,A -:- trYI, LIZ is a 2-divisible id al 
of R and -II n J C P(J)}. 
This result is summarized as 
'I‘HEOREAI 16. Let R be a 2-torsion-free ritgwith involution. I,et / be a 2- 
divisible Jordan subriy of R such that CFi xc J.for all tc J, ,x E R; then 
t’(K) n / ?I “‘(J) =-4(j) y(J) 
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